
Event Details

Practice Rounds:
Practice rounds are available for £5 and should be booked direct with the golf club.

Registration:
Please register and collect your scorecard at the event desk at least 45mins before your start time, 
this will be located in the clubhouse.

Warming Up:
There is a good range at Bourn, taking both tokens, available in the pro shop, and pound coins. 
There is also a par 3 course that can be used to warm up.

Start Time:
Please make sure you are on the putting green at least 15 minutes before your start time, then at 
the tee at least 10 minutes prior to your start time to meet your partners, exchange scorecards and 
get any final instructions.
You should make sure you watch the group ahead of you tee off then make yourself known to the 
starter. 

Pace of Play:
Speed of play will be vital, please make sure you are ready to play when it is your turn, hole out 
where possible and walk quickly between holes.
Please make sure you are keeping up with the group in front, if you fall behind call the group 
behind through at the earliest available time.

Scoring:
This should be done on your scorecard as normal, the live scoring device will not be a record of 
your score.

Caddy:
Players are permitted one caddy to assist them on the course, they are there to help with pace of 
play by carrying the bag, handing clubs and raking bunkers etc. Over-coaching is not permitted, 
lining up is not permitted and no assistance may be given on the green other than tending the flag.

Rules
All events are played using standard R&A strokeplay rules.
6 & Under and 7-8 age groups have the following local rules - 10 Shot maximum, after 3 failed 
bunker shots take a free drop to the side of the bunker, ALL hazards (inc. OOB) are considered 
lateral hazards so drop out sideways under 1 shot penalty.
If you’re unable to drop to the side of a hazard, you may drop the other side even if this is nearer 
the hole.

Distance Measuring Devices:
Range finders and GPS devices are allowed, as long as they measure distance only.

Spectators:
People may watch you on the way round but they should keep off the fairways and be ahead of the 
group they are watching, this will ensure they are not in danger of being hit by, or holding up, the 
group behind.



After Your Round:
Please do not sign your card until you are at the scoring desk and have agreed scores with the 
official, we don’t want anyone signing for an incorrect score, so we will make sure the computer 
agrees with your adding up.

Food:
This will be in the clubhouse following your round. In addition, parents and friends will have the 
option to purchase meals in the clubhouse throughout the day.

Presentation:
This will take place in the clubhouse following the conclusion of play in each category.

Live Scoring

As you may have seen on Twitter or Facebook, we are trailing a brand new live scoring system at 
the Super Six events!
The system is designed to enhance the players experience playing on the BJGT but please be 
aware this is a trial run so please bear with us if there are any teething problems.
Pace of play will be vitally important on Sunday to ensure everyone gets round before dark, so we 
hope the live scoring doesn’t slow play down.
Each group will have one handheld device for entering their groups score after each hole, this 
should done by an adult in each group, and viewing the leaderboard should only be done when it 
doesn't cause any delay.
Your handset will be given to one player or caddy in your group at registration who will receive 
instructions on how to use the handset.

Please Note: This system does not replace your scorecard! 

• The Handset will already be logged in to the system and you will see the players in your group 
on the screen, along with the hole and current score.

• The bottom button on the right side of the handset will turn the screen back on, then swipe up 
to return to the scoring page.

• After each hole enter the scores for each player into the relevant box and click ‘Next’ this will 
then move you on to the next hole and update your score on the leaderboard.

• All leaderboard scores will be gross score, for both 9 and 18 hole competitions.

• Click the ‘Leaderboard’ button to view at any point to view, then the small ‘x’ button in the top 
right corner to return to the scoring.

• If you should get an empty box with an ‘OK’ button appear at any point, just click ‘OK’ and it will 
disappear.

• If for any reason the handset logs out, just click the only icon on the home screen and this will 
re-enter the system. You will be given a unique id. no. for your group and a password (this will 
be on the back of your handset), simply enter these on the login screen and you will return to 
the system.


